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President’s Message from Judy Heldberg
Dear All,
“Wouldn’t it be lovely”….. if we could have all been together again. We were close –
at least having conversations about re-opening – but we had to close that cracked
open door from which we were peeking.
Ahh – to gather and mingle, learn and educate, converse and gossip. It all sounds
wonderful. Someday, someday…….
There are rumors amongst us that we may have our annual meeting on the beach.
Watch this space for further developments (and rumors).
Until such time, stay healthy, act kindly and patiently, and do remember to wear
those masks and wash your hands. Don’t you love it? Turns out mother was right
again!
Historically, not hysterically (yet anyway),
Yours,
NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

Judy Heldberg

Wishing everyone good health and better times. In this edition we’ll address issues that affect us all: the Covid-19 pandemic, wildfires, and social unrest. Historians will
look back at events unfolding before us today as a significant pivotal point in American history. We also have an article for you about the statue of “Pacifica,” created by Ralph
Stackpole for the 1938 International Exposition at Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay.
Please let us know if you enjoy the newsletter or have suggestions for improvement.
Also, if you would like to submit an article, poem, photo or art work for our newsletter, or
have historical artifacts you would like to donate to us, please contact us.
If you have an email address and access to the Internet and are receiving this newsletter via postal mail, it is because we don't have your correct email address. Please provide us your email address, so you can receive your newsletter with colorful photographs
and hyperlinks for videos, sound and illustrations.
The Pacifica Historical Society survives on donations from its membership. It costs
about $100 per day just to pay utilities, insurance, postage, etc., while our doors remain
closed during the pandemic.
Thank you and Stay Safe,
Ken Miles, Newsletter Editor
If you wish to unsubscribe from receiving this Newsletter,
Reply by email or postal mail to the Editor requesting to unsubscribe.
The Editor’s email address is: pac.hist.soc.newsletter@earthlink.net.
Our postal mailing address: PO Box 752, Pacifica CA 94044
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“Wildfires

Past and Present, And What We Can Do”

Most of us wore very early Sunday morning August 16th to see and hear the spectacular lightning and
thunder that crossed over the Bay Area. Open this hyperlink to observe and hear: https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/
search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhs-

Beautiful as it was, the
lightning show set off hundreds of small fires across the Bay Area region, some growing to become wildfires that still raging and destroying property and lives. Wildfires are spreading in other parts of California
and other western states. Firefighting agencies are overwhelmed. So far Pacifica has been spared. We must
protect ourselves from wildfire and prepare for evacuation.
securebrowser&hspart=avg&p=bay+area+lightening+show#id=1&vid=144e027222b0140688d4309ed794fa70&action=click.

For many of us, real wildfires seemed only occurred in the Sierra Nevada mountains or vacation spots like
Russian River or Clear Lake during the long hot summers. Today it’s a different story. This article explores
wildfires past and present, and how we can prepare and protect ourselves
damage and destruction.
I remember, as I’m sure many you have as well, Walt Disney’s touching animated movie, “Bambi”, when Bambi’s survives a great wildlife caused by the
Hunter’s campfire. I’ve vividly remember the scene of the great frightening
forest fire. This is short summary that scene “ Bambi is awakened afterward
by the smell of smoke; he follows it and discovers it leads to a hunter camp.
Bambi is warned by his father that Man (the man that shot and killed Bambi’s
mother) has returned with more hunters. The two flee to safety, although Bambi is separated from Faline in the turmoil and searches for her along the way.
He soon finds her cornered by Man's vicious hunting dogs “. Open: https://
video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhs-securebrowser&hspart=avg&p=bambi%
2C+wildfire#id=1&vid=98f2ffc9ec6ced12ed70cd621ede2dda&action=click.;

Evidence of ancient wildfires: Archaeologists have unearthed fossil charcoal that indicates wildfires began
soon after the appearance of terrestrial plants 420 million years ago. Ecologists believe wildfires must have
had pronounced evolutionary effects on most ecosystems' flora and fauna. As humans evolved they used
of fire for agricultural and hunting purposes during the Paleolithic and Mesolithic ages altering the preexisting landscapes and fire regimes. Woodlands were gradually replaced by smaller vegetation that facilitated travel, hunting, seed-gathering, and planting. Minor allusions to wildfires were mentioned in
the Bible and by classical writers such as Homer. However, while ancient Hebrew, Greek, and Roman writers were aware of fires, they were not interested in the uncultivated lands where wildfires occurred. Wildfires were used in battles throughout human history as early thermal weapons. In the 14th
century Sardinia, firebreaks were used for wildfire protection.
Fire was one of the first tools used by early man: Charcoal found in sedimentary deposits off the Pacific
coast of Central America suggests that more burning occurred in the 50 years before the Spanish colonization of the Americas than after the colonization. As early as the 17th century, Native Americans were observed using fire for many purposes including cultivation, signaling, hunting game, and warfare. Scottish
botanist David Douglas noted the native use of fire for tobacco cultivation, to encourage deer into smaller
areas for hunting purposes, and to improve foraging for honey and grasshoppers. Charcoal evidence from
the Americas suggests a general decrease in wildfires between 1 AD and 1750 compared to previous years.
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Several members of the Portola Expedition of 1769 CE wrote about crossing fields of grass that the indigenous people had burnt. The Ohlone tribe as many other Native American tribes burnt grassland and wooded areas to improve their hunting habitat, and manage the natural vegetation, creeks, and streams.
Great Fires and Wildfires During Modern Times: Many towns and cities were destroyed by fire caused by
man or natural forces. The Great Chicago Fire of 1871 burned in the American city of Chicago during October 8–10, 1871. The fire killed approximately 300 people, destroyed over 3 square miles of the city, and left
more than 100,000 residents homeless. In 1906, San Francisco was destroyed by earthquake and by fire.
The 1910 Big Blowup wildfire burnt three million acres (4,700 sq mi; 12,100 km2) in north Idaho and western Montana, with extensions into eastern Washington and southeast British Columbia, in the
summer of 1910, and killed 87 people, mostly firefighters, and destroyed entire towns. The 1991 Oakland
Hills “Tunnel Fire” was started by a grass fire in southeast Berkeley, and was driven by 65 mph northeast
winds towards Oakland’s eucalyptus-covered hillsides during the weekend of October 19–23, killed 25
people and injured 150 others. It destroyed 1,520 acres that included 2,843 single-family dwellings and 437
apartment and condominium units, at an economic loss of $1.5 billion.
The occurrence of wildfires seem to be increasing here and elsewhere around the world. During the past
several years, wildfires have swept across parts of Europe, Brazilian Amazon forests, Siberia, Canada, Australia and the Western United States. There were major fires in Northern California that have killed many
people and destroyed whole communities (e.g., Lake County’s Lower Lake and Middletown, Paradise and
Santa Rose). This year and close to home, fireworks started the Apple Fire on July 4th in the Gilroy which
burned for 10 days before being brought under control.
Perhaps our “fire season,” should be defined as 5
months, starting July 4th and ending sometime during
November. Southern and Northern Californian hills,
mountains and towns have been destroyed by raging fire
accompanied by hot dry weather, and usually driven by
the high easterly “Diablo” or “Santa Ana” winds that arrive during Fall (October and early November) and are a
major force that generate wildfires.
Root causes of uncontrolled wildfires: Earth is an intrinsically flammable planet owing to its cover of carbon-rich vegetation (fuel), seasonally dry climates (low humidity), air (atmospheric oxygen), and ignition
sources (lightning, volcanic eruptions, man the tool-maker). Wildfires typically occur during periods of increased temperature, drought and wind. 1750 to 1870 appears to have been a period of increased fire usage, attributed to human population growth and land clearing practices, as suggested by charcoal data
around North America and Asia. During the 20th century, evidence shows a great decrease in usage of fire,
likely linked to the expansion of agriculture, increased livestock grazing, and fire prevention efforts. A meta
-analysis found that 17 times more land burned annually in California before 1800 compared to recent decades (1,800,000 hectares/year compared to 102,000 hectares/year). Perhaps this could be interpreted as
the 19th and 20th centuries as a period of fewer wildfires and a buildup of unburnt fuels?
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Sources of fuel: Most Western countries build their towns and suburbs near highly flammable vegetated
areas (fuel), using combustible wood and petroleum products (fuel). The vegetated areas may include old
growth and new growth forests, dense scrub lands and brushes, and grasses growing along hillside or flat
land. Some of the troublesome species of plants for Pacifica and the Coastside areas are introduced species: eucalyptus and pine trees, pampas grass, Scotch broom, and various grass species.
Sources of Ignition: Lightning strikes, downed utility company power lines, natural gas lines, spillage of petroleum products, sparks caused by car exhaust systems, camp fires, burning cigarettes, fireworks.
Other factors: Limited water, limited access, overhead power lines (vs. underground power and utility
lines).
Power Outages: Some power outages during wildfires are caused by destruction of the electric power lines
and utility company equipment; other outages are those that the utility companies conduct to manage the
power grid distribution that occurs when high electrical usage in an area may over-load the utility company’s entire grid. Problem: Utility power outages can disable medical devices, communication systems and
water pumps needed for fire fighting.
Fireworks: Pacifica is one of the few cities in the Bay Area to allow legal "safe & sane" fireworks for the July 4th holiday. However, the City of Pacifica has zero tolerance for illegal fireworks. Persons caught with
illegal fireworks will be cited and may be fined and/or sentenced to one year in jail. To report individuals
using, possessing or selling illegal fireworks, call the non-emergency Pacifica Police dispatch line at 650-738
-7314.

A Plan for Safe Guard Our Community:
Short Range Multiple Public Agencies: Public agencies that own and manage large undeveloped parcels of
land in and around Pacifica (National Parks, State of California, Cal Trans, San Mateo County Parks, San
Francisco Recreation and Parks and Water Departments, City of Pacifica, Pacifica School District, and the
North Coast County Water District) and private owners of large undeveloped properties should work together to assure firebreaks are placed where needed and combustible vegetation near dwellings and other
structures is sufficiently cleared to not pose a threat to life and property.
Medium Range, State, County and City: Require that homes and other live and work structures be built
with external noncombustible materials and have internal fire extinguisher systems.
Medium Range, State and City: Require all power lines and other overhead lines be undergrounded with
easy access for maintenance (as in Europe).
Medium Range, State and City: Require new and existing buildings with ample access to sunlight have solar
panels and backup batteries installed and electrical current shared with a limited grid.
Medium Range, State, County and City: Assure all firefighting organizations have interchangeable communication and firefighting equipment.
Long Range, State: 1) Develop electrical transportation vehicles and systems; and 2)Find alternatives to
using natural gas, which is primarily methane, a greenhouse gas https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Natural_gas
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Preparing for Fire:
Property Owners: Visit this Cal Fire website for advice on protecting structures and landscaping from wildfire (defensible- space) : https://www.readyforwildfire.org/prepare-for-wildfire/get-ready/defensible-space/
The Public: Prepare for possible evacuation. Collect all irreplaceable and valuable items and documents,
jewelry, medicines and containers for small pets for easy pickup when notified to evacuate. Plan where to
relocate in case you and your family must evacuate and find each other. If you have not been assigned an
evacuation center by the city or county authorities, select a place such as a school or large parking lot close
to the beach.
The City: Develop a list of nearby evacuation centers for various neighborhoods. Arrange for notifications
by Fire and Police via phone, TV or internet. Inform various neighborhoods where the safest exit routes are
and what areas and roads to avoid. Secondly, consider joining San Mateo County’s “Fire Safe” group of
agencies.

Resources to Prepare for Wildfires & Protect Ourselves:
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (Cal Fire): Updated reports of current significant
wildfires throughout the State (note: may be many more smaller fires) https://www.fire.ca.gov/incidents/
Cal Fire’s Site for Protection of Property from Wildfire:

https://www.readyforwildfire.org/prepare-for-wildfire/get-ready/

defensible-space/

Cal Fire’s site for checking active fires: https://ucanr.edu/sites/fire/Safety/Current/

Pacific Gas & Electric Utility Company about power outages:
County of San Mateo County Manager's Office, Flex Alerts:

https://www.pgecurrents.com

http://www.flexalert.org/

County of San Mateo Hazards | California State Fire Severity Zones: https://planning.smcgov.org/sites/
planning.smcgov.org/files/documents/files/Fire%20Hazard%20Severity%20Zones.pdf

San Mateo County Fire:

https://www.cfsfire.org/news-release/

County of San Mateo Region “Fire Safe” Authorities (Pacifica City-Daly City Fire is not a member, but
should consider joining): https://firesafesanmateo.org/resources/fire-history
Red Cross link with preparedness, precautions and updated map: https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-foremergencies/types-of-emergencies/wildfire.html, https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/types-of-emergencies/wildfire.html

San Mateo Co. Homeowners advisory website: https://firesafesanmateo.org/resources/homeowner-resources/hardening-your-home
City of Pacifica Ordinances for fireworks:

https://www.cityofpacifica.org/depts/police/safety_n_disaster/fireworks.asp

John Muir Earth Island Institute: https://johnmuirproject.org/ or https://johnmuirproject.org/scientific-research/
University courses in Fire Ecology and Fire Sciences
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Cal Fire and regional firefighting agencies have established a network of manned watch towers located on
mountain tops around the state. Pacifica Historical Society’s board member Steve Johnson volunteers with
the Marin County Fire Department as a fire lookout in the tower on Mt. Tamalpais and provided this beautiful video on a day in the life of a fire lookout: https://vimeo.com/48169212 “There are also fire lookouts
on Mt. Hamilton (Copernicus Tower, aptly named because it's not far from Lick Observatory) and Pole Mtn.
(Sonoma County).”
Steve recommends the following link for advice on making your property more firesafe by providing defensible space:
https://www.readyforwildfire.org/prepare-for-wildfire/get-ready/defensible-space/ He
adds that “…this is particularly important in the back of the valley where response time will be longer. (As
you know, we only have two engine companies in Pacifica).”
Cal Fire recently installed over 100 cameras around the state to monitor the surrounding countryside for
signs of smoke and fire.
By Ken Miles,
Aug. 18, 2020
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“A Historical Review of Epidemics, Pandemics and Preparing for Pandemics, Rev. 2.0”

Note: This article is based on my professional knowledge and experiences as a former FDA investigator and on
information provided by American and international public health authorities to the public. My statements and
opinions are not necessarily those of any organization that I am associated with. Ken Miles
We are drowning in global disasters: We are living in a time of great historic crises happening around us and
impacting everyone for the worst: another global pandemic and wildfires catching us unprepared and taking a
great toll; consumption of resources causing toxic pollution of land, water and air; accelerating extinction of
animal and plant species; social unrest and protest taken to the streets; national economies going from boom
to bust while the gap between the ultra-wealthy and the poor increases; unemployment leaving many without
sufficient funds for housing and food; chronic conflicts and global warfare unlikely to end in our lifetimes; increasing climate changes impossible to easily resolve; strain from over population (the global population doubles every 40-45 years) and massive migration; and political parties making promises while fighting each other
for the reins of national and global leadership. Seemingly, all the worldwide crises are linked together and
about to undergo a rapid chain-reaction, hopefully for the better and not the worst. There is so much to think
about, and so much must be done. How do we begin?
Let us focus on the current Covid-19 pandemic for now. I included a 19-page article, titled “A Historical Review
of Epidemics and Pandemics, and Preparing for Pandemics,” with May’s issue of the electronic copy of the
Pacifica Historical Society’s Newsletter. The article addressed major historic and modern pandemics starting
with typhoid fever and ending with today’s Covid-19.
Typhoid fever was first reported about 430 BCE (Before the Common Era) in Athens, Greece, and continues to
this day, killing thousands of people each year. For example it killed 149,000 people worldwide during 2015.
Another great pandemic was the Black Death (also known as the Pestilence and the Plague), which was the
most fatal pandemic recorded in human history, resulting in the deaths of up to 75 to 200 million people in
Eurasia and North Africa, peaking in Europe from 1347 to 1351, persisting
as a pandemic for nearly 200 years, and still not completely eradicated.
Smallpox epidemics and pandemics have occurred throughout history.
Smallpox, caused by the variola virus, is first thought to have appeared
within the Egyptian Empire around the 3rd century BCE. The earliest written
description of a disease that clearly resembles smallpox appears in China in
the 4th century CE (Common Era). On the average, 3 out of every 10 people
who got it died. Those who survived were usually left with severe scars.
The global spread of smallpox can be traced to the growth and spread of
civilizations, exploration, and expanding trade routes over the centuries.
Inoculation for smallpox appears to have started in Turkey or China around
the 1500s and was practiced in Africa and Europe from the early 8th century. In 1796 Edward Jenner, an English professor, introduced the modern
smallpox vaccine.
SMALLPOX
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Shortly after the Spanish conquistadors took control of New Spain (present day Mexico
and Central America), a series of outbreaks of two diseases, smallpox and “cocoliztli,”
killed an estimated 25 million indigenous and mixed-race people (mestizos). The first
epidemic, smallpox, killed an estimated 8 million people around 1520. It was followed
by “cocoliztli,” a mysterious illness characterized by high fevers and bleeding that became an epidemic that caused millions of deaths during the mid to late 16th century.
(See the graph titled “Population Collapse in Mexico.”) Recent studies suggest bacterium Salmonella enterica was partially responsible for the initial “cocoliztli” outbreak, while other studies consider the disease was caused by an indigenous viral
hemorrhagic fever.
The World Health Organization intensified efforts to eliminate smallpox in 1967 and finally eradicated the disease in 1980 by vaccinating millions of people throughout the world.
The Spanish Flu of 1918-19. We need only to open our history books to learn about the horrific Spanish flu,
respiratory disease like Covid-19, that swept across the United States and the world, not once but in 4 waves,
killing anywhere from 30 to 100 million people worldwide (the world’s population was estimated to be 1.5 to
1.8 billion people) and some 500,000 to 850,000 in the United States (with an estimated population of 105 million people). The mortality rate was somewhere between 10% to 20% for infected persons. The Spanish Flu
originated in the United States; the first cases of infections in the U.S. were not reported due to World War
One secrecy orders. The disease was eventually reported to the public by the mainstream media after the flu
broke out in Spain. Thus, the Spanish flu acquired its name. The Spanish flu pandemic finally came to an end
during 1920.
HIV/AIDs (human immunodeficiency virus infection and acquired immune deficiency syndrome ) is a spectrum
of conditions caused by infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). HIV made the jump from other primates to humans in west-central Africa in the early to mid-20th century. AIDS was first recognized by the
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 1981, and its cause, HIV infection, was identified in the early part of the decade. Following initial infection a person may not notice any symptoms, or may
experience a brief period of influenza-like illness. In 2018 about 37.9 million people worldwide were living
with HIV, and there were 770,000 deaths. An estimated 20.6 million of these infected persons lived in eastern
and southern Africa. Between the time that AIDS was identified in the early 1980s and 2018, AIDs caused an
estimated 32 million deaths worldwide. HIV/AIDS is a pandemic that is actively spreading around the world.
There are no vaccines or other medicines that can truly cure people of AIDS.
COVID-19. As I finalized an earlier version of this article, it was the day before Memorial Day, and the State of
California had just announced that its “shelter-in-place” guidance for the Covid-19 pandemic could be relaxed;
it was a green light for people to enjoy the sunny outdoors and beaches while maintaining their “social distance” of 6 feet or more. The main-stream media had reported that the wave of infections and deaths that
had started a few months ago was generally decreasing throughout most of the state. People were impatient
after several months of “sheltering-in-place” and were flocking to the beaches. During the month of May,
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health authorities reported about 1,700,000 cases and 100,000 deaths in the U.S. due to Covid-19, with
about 2,500 deaths in California. By mid-August, in 3 months’ time, those numbers have greatly increased
to 5,416,000 cases and 170,000 deaths in the U.S. and about 634,000 cases and 11,200 deaths in California.
Statisticians have suggested the U.S. may have over 200,000 to 300,000 deaths by November. Open both
hyperlinks to view updated Covid19 cases and deaths in the U.S and around the world: https://
covidgraph.com/ and https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/index.htm.

Failure to fight the Covid-19 pandemic: Lately, we’ve heard disturbing news about our coordinated efforts
to combat the Covid-19 pandemic here in the U.S.: the House National Security Council Directorate for
Global Health Security and Biodefense, developed under the previous administration in 2016 to prepare
for future pandemics like covid-19, dismantled and reassigned to other offices by the current administration; failure to establish an effective national emergency operation center or task force to coordinate operations with the states and science community to protect the public health; state and local communities
having to develop their own public health measures; federal emergency money provided to non-essential
corporations; stopping all federal financial and technical support for the World Health Organization; ill advice and/or recommendations and misinformation made by top political leaders; FDA approval of defective
test kits; extensive delays and shortages in obtaining vital test kits and personal protective equipment
(PPEs); long delays in receiving test results; reported undercounting the numbers of cases and/or deaths
throughout some communities; very high rates of infections and deaths in minority communities, nursing
homes, and prisons and detention centers; and on…… The Federal Government recently implemented Operation Warp Speed (https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/2222284/operation-warpspeed-accelerates-covid-19-vaccine-development/ ) by shortening the required timeframes (needed to fully
assure that newly developed vaccine(s) are completely safe and effective for human use) for obtaining
results for Phases 1, 2 and 3 clinical trials.
Potentially New Pandemic? During June of this year, China’s scientists reported a new strain of flu that has
the potential to become a pandemic. It emerged recently and is carried by pigs but can infect humans. The
researchers are concerned that it could mutate further so that it could spread easily from person to person
and trigger a global outbreak. While it is not an immediate problem, they say, it has "all the hallmarks" of
being highly adapted to infect humans and needs close monitoring, and it’s not known whether people can
develop an immunity to this virus. The scientists wrote in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences that measures to control the virus in pigs and the close monitoring of swine industry workers
should be swiftly implemented. The Swine Flu outbreak of 2009, called A/H1N1pdm09, was the last pandemic flu the world encountered and was less deadly than initially feared because many older people had
some immunity to it from similar flu viruses that had circulated years before. The Swine Flu is now covered by an annual flu vaccine to assure people are protected. The new flu strain that has been identified in
China is similar to the 2009 Swine Flu, but with some changes.
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Is Help Along the Way ? Years before the sudden arrival of COVID-19, ninety percent of epidemiologists
predicted that there would be a deadly pandemic sometime in the next two generations. Unfortunately,
they were right. By examining the stories of past pandemics, we can begin to better understand our own
future and to prepare for what it holds in store for us. The August 2020 issue of National Geographic magazine includes an excellent article titled “Stopping Pandemics: What We’ve Learned from History’s Deadliest
Outbreaks,” pages 40 to 73, by Richard Conniff. Another program on public health I suggest you read or
hear is Sonia Shah’s hour-long radio program “Outbreaks: From Epidemics to Pandemics,” recorded in
2016. Sonia Shah is a science journalist and has written articles for the New York Times, the Wall Street
Journal, and Scientific American. She also is the author of “The Fever: How Malaria Has Ruled Humankind
for 500,000 Years,” “Pandemic: Tracking Contagions, from Cholera to Ebola and Beyond” and “The Next
Great Migration.” In “Outbreaks” she talks about the causes of epidemics and pandemics and what to expect in the future. Sonia Shah links the ever-increasing global population explosion, the approach of man
further into the wilderness, and encounters with exotic species to how pandemics are created. She states,
“Over the past fifty years, more than three hundred infectious pathogens have either emerged or
reemerged, appearing in places where they’ve never been seen before.” You can obtain a full “podcast” of
“Outbreaks” from Alternative Radio, a non-profit organization, for a nominal price: https://
www.alternativeradio.org/products/shas001/ .
Global scares surrounding the H5N1 influenza outbreaks of the early to mid 2000s caused the American
Veterinary Medical Association to initiate the “One Health” concept and the One Health Initiative Task
Force in 2006, to promote awareness that environmental health, animal health and human health are interrelated. The American Medical Association passed a One Health resolution to promote partnering between veterinary and human medical organizations in 2007, and a One Health approach was recommended for responses to global disease outbreaks in 2007. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), World
Organization for Animal Health (OIE), and World Health Organization (WHO) came together with the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), United Nations System Influenza Coordination, and the World
Bank to develop a framework entitled "Contributing to One World, One Health--A Strategic Framework for
Reducing Risks of Infectious Diseases at the Animal-Human-Ecosystems Interface” in 2008, reiterating recommendations for a One Health approach to global health. A “One Health Initiative” was created as an
interdisciplinary movement to foster collaborations between animal, human, and environmental health
organizations including the American Veterinary Medical Association, American Medical Association, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the U.S. National Environmental Health Association, among others. The CDC, as a key partner, promotes “One Health”
programs in the U.S. (open https://www.cdc.gov/onehealth/basics/index.html) The CDC, along with the
world’s leading scientists, believes many factors have changed interactions between people, animals,
plants, and our environment:


Human populations are growing and expanding into new geographic areas. As a result, more people
live in close contact with wild and domestic animals, both livestock and pets. Close contact with animals and their environments provides more opportunities for diseases to pass between animals and
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The earth has experienced changes in climate and land use, such as deforestation and intensive farming practices. Disruptions in environmental conditions and habitats provide new opportunities for diseases to pass to animals.



The movement of people, animals, and animal products has increased from international travel and
trade. As a result, diseases can spread quickly across borders and around the globe

These changes have led to the spread of existing (endemic) and new or emerging zoonotic diseases,
which are diseases caused by bacteria or viruses, harboring within various animal species, that can
spread between animals and people. It is estimated that over 70% of the diseases that affect man came
from animal species. Examples of zoonotic diseases include: rabies, Salmonella infection, West Nile virus
infection, Q Fever (Coxiella burnetiid), anthrax, brucellosis, Lyme disease, ringworm, Ebola, and corona
viruses (SARS, MERS, COV-19, and potentially other corona viruses), to name a few.
Below are suggested means of combating Covid-19 and future epidemics and pandemics:
1. Global Cooperation. Economic embargos and sanctions of certain countries should be lifted temporarily or permanently to assure those countries currently unable to receive critical medical supplies and resources can receive these resources as soon as possible to effectively combat the pandemic and save the
lives of ordinary citizens.
2. International Leadership. Since Convid-19 is a pandemic affecting every nation on earth, we must collectively combat it together. The best means in defeating the Covid-19 pandemic is for all countries to
work together until we resolve the pandemic, guided by the United Nations leadership and the World
Health Organization’s top scientists. It was the WHO that successfully defeated polio and smallpox viral
infections around the world by providing vaccinations to all countries. The WHO’s team of experts includes physicians, epidemiologists, virologists, engineers, economists, and technologists from around the
world, working together as a Task Force, and/or Emergency Operation Center (EOC). The EOC role is to
develop standardized procedures and strategies for quarantining areas where reports of outbreaks are
occurring, develop effective testing and reporting strategies and plans, and work with other countries’
national health agencies to determine sources and transmission of the disease and location of “hot
spots.” The WHO should assess whether all regions and countries have enough medical personnel and
emergency supplies available and how best to conduct contact tracking. The WHO will compile factual
data on infection and mortality rates/per capita worldwide and can coordinate global research towards
the development of preventative prophylactic pharmaceuticals and vaccines.

3. Establish National and Local Emergency Operation Centers. Nations, including the U.S., should establish national emergency operations centers or task forces that include their renowned physicians, epidemiologists, virologists, scientists, engineers, demographers, economists, and technologists to work with
their counterparts at the WHO, and with tribal and indigenous communities and states. The U.S. EOC
should include the Surgeon General and knowledgeable members from key federal agencies such as the
Department of Health and Human Services, Center for Disease Control, National Institute of Health, Public Health Service, Food and Drug Administration, Department of Agriculture, Environmental Protection
Agency, American Medical Association and others as needed. Local health agencies should conduct diagnostic testing and retesting of as many people as required by their lead health authorities. The local
agencies should conduct contact tracing to assure persons that were likely exposed to infection are sheltered-in-place or quarantined to prevent infecting others.
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4. Universal Health Care. Countries that have established universal health care can assure most of their citizens and noncitizens alike will receive testing for infectious diseases and health care without additional personal costs for testing and/or hospitalization. Diagnostic testing for infectious diseases during epidemics
and pandemics should be freely available to everyone.
5. Establish Sites for Quarantining Travelers. Nations should establish plans to quarantine and test potentially infected people arriving at their borders by ship, airplane, train, or otherwise for a specified period to
determine whether they are infected and/or need medical care. One of the functions of the U.S. Public
Health Service has been to quarantine immigrants to the U.S. at selected sites (Ellis Island at New York City
and Angel Island at San Francisco Bay for example) for a specified time to assure diseases such as TB are not
reintroduced into the U.S.
6. Production and Stockpiling of Medical Equipment. The Public Health Service established 5 National Strategic (Pharmaceutical) Stockpiles for emergency purposes around the U.S following the “9/11” terrorist attack.
Other industrial countries should maintain critical medical device manufacturing plants and pharmaceutical
stockpiles, enough to provide for their citizens and those in adjacent or nearby less developed nations. Governmental agencies must assure manufacturers are qualified to produce vital and critical pharmaceuticals
and medical equipment. Critical medical devices and pharmaceuticals should include gloves, masks, personal protective equipment (PPEs), breathable oxygen and medical gases in cylinders, devices to sterilize or sanitize large and small medical instruments and equipment, wound care materials, hospital beds and tents,
well equipped vehicles to transport patients, etc. Medical devices, including in vitro diagnostic test kits, reagents and applicators, and PPEs, must be manufactured by preapproved manufacturers and certified to comply with safety and effectiveness standards. There should be a means in place to assure counterfeit medical
devices and pharmaceuticals are not imported or stockpiled. Test kits should include adequate instructions
and statements of accuracy (percentages of false-negative and/or false-positive results).
7. Identify Existing Sites to Serve as Potential Medical Emergency Facilities. Local health agencies should
maintain a list of potential sites where emergency medical facilities can be quickly erected. Mass transportation systems (airplanes, trains, buses, ships) should transport only essential personnel and supplies as needed.
8. Identify and Monitor Sites Where Infectious Disease Is Likely to be Transmitted to Others (Hot Spots).
These sites should be pre-identified and listed in local health agency emergency preparedness plans: highdensity residential areas; areas with a high percentage of senior citizens, convalescent and nursing homes;
anywhere likely to have high concentration of people including restaurants, shopping malls, sports arenas,
jails, prisons and detention centers; conveyances such as cruise ships, airlines, trains, and buses; meat and
fish processing plants; communities that have large percentages of minorities, including Native American
and indigenous people, and homeless people; and schools and colleges.
9. Provide Accurate Up-to-Date Data to Health Authorities and to the Public. It has been reported by various
media sources that the actual number of cases and deaths worldwide due to Covid-19 is much higher than
the official numbers of cases and deaths. This discrepancy in numbers is due to many reasons, including the
following: diagnostic test kits being used here and abroad provide certain percentages of false negative and
false positive results; some infected people do not display symptoms of the disease; and some people who
died at home from Covid-19 were not reported. It is important to assure accurate information about the
pandemic is reported including: locations of cases to identify “hot spots;” numbers of cases, patients cured,
and deaths per location (totals, per capita and percentage rates); available medical resources (physicians,
nurses, medical equipment, hospital beds, etc.); lists of governmental and private hospitals; governmental
and NGO agencies available to provide medical services in managing the pandemic, etc. This information will
help health agencies and governmental bodies to effectively facilitate their emergency response operations
and allocate resources and funding as needed.
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10. Identify and Inform Public About Similar Diseases That Mimic the Pandemic Disease. There were issues
in our community during early March when flu cases and hay fever symptoms appeared when the pollen
count in the air was high, making it difficult to determine whether a person had a Covid-19 infection or
something else.
11. Utilize Public Health and Medical Science Community and Public Sharing Information and Trust. The
health science community, including virologists, epidemiologists, microbiologists, researchers, and physicians, has an incredible task to perform in responding to a pandemic and saving lives. They must identify
root causes of the disease, vectors, hosts, and means of detecting the disease, provide health and safety
guidance to the public, treat patients and eradicate the disease. The public should trust the health and
safety guidance their public health and medical community provides to them. Various health and medical
organizations provide helpful information for avoiding becoming infected by the corona virus, for example
this set of guidelines provided by the Kaiser Permanente Medical organization. Watch this video for tips to
help minimize your risk of getting or spreading COVID-19.
12. Practice Effective Public Health and Safety Guidance: Wear facemasks as advised, practice social distancing, wash your hands as needed with sanitizer solutions or soap and water, and monitor your temperature to assure you do not have a fever. The health and safety guidance during the Spanish Flu was amazingly similar to that for Covid-19, see https://www.distractify.com/p/1918-pandemic-dos-donts-list (avoid
the annoying ads).
13. Monitor Impacts to the Economies. There will be negative impacts to local, national, and international
economies due to combating or not combating this pandemic. Our governmental leaders must weigh the
risks and benefits for whatever course of action they decide, hopefully with success and not with failure.

We all hope that help is on the way. In the meanwhile, stay safe,
By Ken Miles,
Aug. 17, 2020
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The Petition to Remove the Portolá Statue
Background: The recent tragic and needless death of George Floyd has sparked a new era of social unrest in
America as well as in other countries around the world. The wave of social unrest soon focused not only
police seemingly needless killings of people of color, the apparent root causes of racism: colonization and
slavery. Protestors have marched the streets for months demanding justice. Some protestors, including
agent provocateurs, toppled statues of controversial Confederate military and political figures around the
country. Some of their anger and rage focused on early European explorers. A Marin County teachers board
decided to remove a statue of Sir Francis Drake and change the name of school named after him because of
historic evidence he transported African slaves to the Americas during the 1500s. Recently a petition has
been circulated to remove statues of Gaspar de Portola in Pacifica and Junipero Serra located along Highway 280.
First Newspaper Article: The Pacifica Tribune’s July 22nd issue included an article titled “Local organizers
explain move to remove Portola,” referring to the Portola statue in Pacifica. The article stated at that time
approximately 2500 signatures had been gathered. The total number is now about 5000 signatures and
growing. The main organizers are Danielle Redlin Gustavson and Jonathan Cordero, both descendants of
indigenous peoples. Jonathan Cordero’s ancestors were inhabitants of Timigtac, an ancient Ohlone Aramai
village that is now partly covered over by Highway One and the City’s wastewater treatment plant. Jonathan Cordero, a historian and a professor of sociology, is the chairman of the Association of Ramaytush
Ohlone. The petition organizers also prepared and distributed a similar petition to remove the statue of Padre Junipero Serra located Highway 280. The Association of Ramaytush Ohlone endorses the petitions.
Open this hyperlink to view petitions and letters sent to the Pacifica City Council: http://www.ramaytush.com/
remove-statues.html.
The following statement is included in the petition to remove the Portolá statue:
“We, the undersigned, are calling for the removal of the statue memorializing colonizer Gaspar de Portola.
The highly visible statue is located in one of the most frequented public spaces in Pacifica, next to Highway 1,
Linda Mar Beach and its Community Center.
Gaspar de Portola was a colonizer born of Catalonian nobility. He was commissioned by the Spanish Crown to
create a route for the Spanish settlement in California. The intent was to remove California Indians from their
ancestral homelands. The route Portola is given credit for was established on pre-existing Native trails. He did
not “discover” Pacifica, nor did he “discover” the San Francisco Bay. Pacifica was home to the Aramai, a distinct tribe among dozens of independent Ohlone tribes Native to the Bay Area. They inhabited Pacifica for
over 3,000 years before Spanish colonies decimated their people, language, history, and culture. Before the
arrival of Portola and his fellow colonizers in 1769, California had an estimated population of over 300,000
Native coastal Indians. By the late 1800s, that population would diminish to less than 25,000. Within roughly
one century, California Indians would lose their lives, religions, histories, cultures, and languages.
In this way, Portola’s expedition marked the beginning of the end for Native people in California. We believe
that the colonialism, racism, and patriarchy this statue represents has no place in the City of Pacifica, which
for many of us is also our beloved home. We cannot move forward as long as we continue to idolize a past
that celebrates genocide. Statues are monuments to people who we honor, and as long as we choose to memorialize those who fought to remove Native Californians from their ancestral homes, we are telling Native
people they are not valued in our communities. We now have an opportunity and the responsibility to change
that narrative to one that respects Native people, while also acknowledging the irreparable damage that has
already been committed against them and their ancestors. Their history is OUR California history.
In light of the hate crime committed against George Floyd, with this petition, we ask you, the City of the
Pacifica, to remove the statue of Gaspar de Portola immediately. As long as the statue remains, it upholds a
toxic culture of domination and oppression of marginalized people. We ask you to be on the right side of history as we, the undersigned, know that Pacifica can and should do better for this generation and those to
come.”
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Pacifica Tribune reporter asked Danielle Gustavson and Jonathan Cordero, “What would you like to see
done with the statue?” Jonathan Cordero replied, “We would like to see the statues removed from contexts that convey honor and placed in a neutral context…that retains Portola as a historical figure but
not as an honorable figure. We hope that Pacifica would not want to define itself in part by honoring a
colonizer.” Danielle likewise said, “I would like to see the statue of Portola taken down from its pedestal
and moved to the Sanchez Adobe or the Pacifica Coastside Museum.”
Editor’s note: The historic Sanchez Adobe sits on the site of Pruristac, an ancient Aramai Ohlone village
and burial grounds. Placing a statue of Portola at this site may not be the correct solution for relocating
the statue.
Response from the Pacifica Historical Society (PHS): Many of you have read the recent Pacifica Tribune’s
second article, titled “Our History”, featured on the front page of the August 5th issue. The article paraphrases the recent letter titled “History of the Statue,” written by Pacifica Historical Society (PHS) directors Pat Kremer and Steve Johnson in response to the petition created by Danielle Gustavson and Jonathan Cordero and submitted to the City Council. The letter explains that the Portolá statue was a gift
from the government of Catalonia Spain to the “people of California” and was commissioned by the
government of Catalonia as a work of art created by an internationally acclaimed Catalonian sculptor,
Josep Subirachs. Portola was an aristocrat from the Catalonia region of Spain and was an important figure in the history of California. The president of Catalonia donated the statue as a symbol of the bond
between Catalonia and California. The Pacifica Historical Society wants people in Pacifica to become educated about the history of the statue itself, as well as learning about the impact of Spanish colonization
on native populations. The letter describes the mission of the Portola Expedition, which led to the first
documented sighting of the San Francisco Bay by Europeans, the colonization of Alta California, and the
establishment of the California Mission System, which devastated the Native Americans living in coastal
California.
The PHS letter includes the following statement:
“Both the Tribune article and the wording of the petition present information about how Spanish colonization and the California Mission System beginning in the late 18 th century devastated the population of Native Americans living in coastal California. It is estimated that in 1834 the native population was only
about 20% of what it had been at First Contact. At Mission Delores, where the Aramai Ohlone moved from
our local area, the life expectancy after Baptism was an average of 4.5 years!”

The PHS letter does not provide recommendations to remove the statue or to retain it in place, and ends
with the following statement:
“It is unfortunate and ironical that new informational displays about the Ohlone people now being prepared are not already in place near the statue at the Community Center. In addition to this site, more inclusive educational exhibits are planned for other locations in Pacifica and around San Mateo County but
have been delayed. Although the statue attracts the attention of visitors, the site does not yet capitalize
on the opportunity for visitors to learn a more accurate history that includes those who first lived here.”
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Root Causes and Impacts of Colonization: As students and teachers of history, we should examine the root
causes and impacts of colonization. Human beings have colonized both vacant and occupied lands for thousands of years, generally for either need or greed. As populations increase and limited resources such as
land, water or food become scarce or depleted, or livie in fear or conflict, will migrate seeking needed resources elsewhere. Throughout the ages empires have been built primarily by people driven by ambition to
acquire additional occupied lands for resources and/or wealth and by religious movements seeking new converts. Whatever the cause, the modus operandi is taking control of lands and resources, while enslaving
most if not all of the occupied population.
Spanish and Portuguese kingdoms emerged when Moorish control of the Iberian Peninsula declined during
the Renaissance that blossomed throughout Europe. Spain and Portugal set sail for other lands to acquire
resources and wealth. Initially, Portugal established trading posts and forts along the coasts of Africa, South
Asia and Southeast Asia, including the East Indies. Spain followed suit with explorations along the African
coasts and financed Christopher Columbus’s voyage westward across the Atlantic Ocean to find the East Indies. Columbus found an unknown land, two continents later to be called “the Americas.” Portugal expanded its exploration to the “new world” as well, with the expectation of acquiring vast fortunes in valuable
gold, silver, and other minerals and plenty of subjects to extract these resources from the earth. Both empires declared various regions of the “new world” for their respective kings, while unaware if the other had
already made claims. In 1494, Roman Catholic Pope Alexander the VI prepared and the kings of both empires
signed the Treaty of Tordesillas, which divided the world into two regions, one for the Spanish empire and
the other for the Portuguese empire (https://www.britannica.com/event/Treaty-of-Tordesillas ). During the
1500s other European nations began to seek lands to claim and control. England, Holland, Belgium, France
and Russia expanded their territories by claiming for their kings and taking over neighboring lands, most of
Africa, and large parts of Asia and North America. One must question the assumption that a person, Pope
Alexander VI, could grant other persons (the kings of Portugal and Spain) the right to “own” and control other peoples’ lands without their consent.
The Spanish and Portuguese utilized the sword and the cross to control and dominate their subjects, the indigenous peoples who had lived on their lands for thousands of years. From the beginning of the 16 th century
on, the complex and advanced cultures of the Incas, Mayans, Aztecs, and Pueblo peoples of the American
Southwest were destroyed by the Spanish military and by European diseases. Other indigenous groups met
the same fate. By the time the Portola Exediation arrived in Alta California in 1769 to establish military forts
(presidios) and missions, the Catholic Church had 250 years of experience managing their missions in Latin
American and knew their presence and practices had detrimental effects on the indigenous people that they
were trying to covert, and that most of the natives would likely die premature deaths due to poor health or
deadly European diseases such as Smallpox.
Alternatives to Colonization: Based on ancient trading practices since the days of the “Silk Roads”, the Spanish, Portuguese, and other countries could have established free trade zones and market places or trading
posts a key locations around the world, including at their own ports, for the exchange of goods and services.
Also, humane practices such as colonization, abuse, slavery and unjustified warfare should be abolished.
Conclusion: Here are some possible choices:
•

·Leave the Portola as it is in its current location on the pedestal.

•

·Leave the statue at its current location but place informative placards next to it.

•

·Remove the statue from the pedestal and reinstall with placards at the Pacifica Coastside Museum.

•

·Remove and store the statue.
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Photos: The Petition to Remove the Portolá Statue

Both photos above are of the “Portola Expedition Discovery” monument placed on Sweeney Ridge,
one the right is before vandalism and the left is after.

Above: Portola’s statue located at the Pacifica Community
Center located at Highway One and Crespi Avenue

Above: An identical Portola statue located at Parador de
Arties, Naut Aran, Catalonia, Spain

Above: Information about the statue as a gift to California
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Additional Photos: The Petition to Remove the Portolá Statue

Above: Two Information Placards Located at top of Sweeney Ridge Provided by the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area Addressing Colonialism and the Beginning of the End for the Coastal Native Californians

Placard Placed at Mussel Rock
Provided by Daly City

Placard Proposed by City of Pacifica to be Placed
at the City’s Community Center

Our historical record should be complete (no omissions), factual, and objective.

By Ken Miles, August 16, 2020
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Steve Johnson’s Presentations on Pacifica History,
In his Own Words:

“In the past several months I have worked on two PowerPoint presentations that included Pacifica's history. "The Portolá Expedition and the
Founding of San Francisco" tells the story of Portolá's expedition from
San Diego to the bay of San Francisco. It includes his stay in what is now
Pacifica and the later establishment of an assistencia, or outpost, in Pedro Valley which grew crops for Mission Dolores. And of course his sighting of the bay from Sweeney Ridge which led to the later settlement of
San Francisco. This presentation was shown on August 10th to the San
Francisco Tour Guide Guild, and nearly 60 people signed up to see it via
Zoom.
The second presentation, provided via Zoom on July 25th and co-hosted by
the Treasure Island Museum and the Pacifica Historical Society, was entitled
"The Goddess Who Moved to the Peninsula -- Pacifica: The Statue, the Town,
and the History". It narrates how the 80 foot statue of the Goddess Pacifica,
created by sculptor Ralph Stackpole, was a well known feature of the Golden
Gate International Exhibition on Treasure Island, and became the inspiration
to name a new city on the San Mateo coast in 1957. How this came about was
of great interest to the Treasure Island museum members; some of our PHS
members were also part of the 80 persons who signed up to see this Zoom
presentation.
I am currently working on making these presentations into a narrated video
that will be available to our members. They can also be used as online classroom presentations when school resumes in the fall. You will be notified
when these videos will be available for viewing. My thanks to Pat Kremer and
Jerry Crow for their assistance in the research for these presentations.”
Steve also prepared a presentation about the Ohlone people for students in
the 1st through 4th grades, which he has shown to several 4th grade classes
in Pacifica:
“This presentation describes the life of the indigenous people who lived in what is now Pacifica
for thousands of years. The Aramai, a triblet of the Ramaytush / Ohlone, had two main villages
here, and their daily activities are shown in a series of paintings of village life.
“Gathering acorns, hunting, fishing, building
homes of tule, dancing, are depicted and explained, with the emphasis that the people
lived in perfect harmony with nature. The impact of Spanish colonization is recounted, including the mission outpost (where Sanchez
adobe now stands) along San Pedro Creek,
and the eventual removal of the Aramai to Mission Dolores, where most of them eventually
died of disease. The presentation concludes
with modern day Ohlone people, who are reviving their language, religion, and culture, and
who have much to teach us about caring for
our mother, Earth.”
Note: Steve Johnson is a PHS Director and a
man of many talents. Thanks Steve. Editor.
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“

’Pacifica’, The Goddess of Peace”

City of Pacifica’s Logo Adopted When
The City Was Incorporated in 1957

Painting of “Pacifica”
By Patricia Araujo
Ralph Stackpole designed and created the statue of Pacifica for the Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939-1940. The statue represents Peace. The Pacifica Coastside Museum
has a 8 ft. replica that visitors can see.
There are a growing number of people in Pacifica and elsewhere interested in creating a smaller statue of Pacifica. If interested in this project,
please
contact
Ken
Miles
at
Pac.His.Soc.Newsletter@earthlink.net.

Photograph of 81 foot tall statue of “Pacifica” taken Acme Photos
during early 1940 in preparation for the opening of the Golden Gate
International Exposition on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay.
Property of Carolyn Miller, PHS Board Director. Thank you Carolyn.
By Ken Miles, August 20, 2020
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OCEANSHORE RAILROAD CAR RESTORATION – AS OF AUGUST 2020
Jerry Crow, Emeritus Board Member, writes:
“In the later years of the 1800s, visionaries foresaw the need for an efficient link between San
Francisco and Santa Cruz. The Ocean Shore Railway (later, the Ocean Shore Railroad) was
developed to fulfill that need. From 1905 until 1920 it was a popular conveyance from the cities to beaches and a utilitarian carrier of produce to urban markets and horse manure from
city streets to farms. Costs of maintaining the unstable stretch at Devil’s Slide on top of
huge losses during the 1906 earthquake, as well as the advent
of automobiles and trucks, doomed the operation.
Now its memory lives only in books and museum displays. Thus it was that the Pacifica Historical Society, after
careful consideration of the great difficulties involved, resolved
to restore Car 1409, the last OSRR passenger car built. Our
good friend John Schmale had been alerted to Car 1409’s existence in a Sebastopol backyard. In November 2004 a crew led
by Scott Lindner prepared it for travel, and it was trucked to a
pasture at Shamrock Ranch where restoration work began.
2004 “Home Again”

Using PHS and other volunteers, a set of shop tools donated by Ed Fulwider, and a 20-foot
shipping container donated by the Pacifica Lion’s Club, a lot has been achieved:
•
Disassembled salvageable windows and other elements for later reinstallation.
•
Removed rotted wood and corroded metal sections from floor and sides of car.
•
Welded on and painted replacements for corroded metal sections.
•
Fabricated and installed replacement wood beams and plywood subfloor.
•
Fabricated and installed replacement sidewall frame components on sides.
•
Fabricated and installed curved rafters on sides.
•
Replaced tongue-and-groove siding.
It has also been necessary to relocate Car 1409 twice during the intervening years – a big job
each time. Now, Car 1409 sits behind Vallemar Station for the final work to be completed ”.

Back to Vallemar Station where it stopped years ago-

Jerry and “The Gang” on board of a ride

The OSRR Crew are looking for some skilled volunteers to help restore the old railroad car to its original condition. If
you or a friend you know that like to volunteer and help, please email us at Pac.His.Soc.Newsletter@earthlink.net or
see last page of this newsletter for other contact information. Thank you.
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Music Across the Ages
Can you hear the Silence? Ever wonder what our California coastal habitat sounded like during the
ages long gone? Now that jet planes overhead are idle and resting, and commute traffic seemingly
something of the past, once again we can easily hear the wind through the trees, the crashing surf, and birds
calling and singing to each other. That is what the early explorers experienced long ago, whether it was the migrating tribes looking for new territories and resources or other wanderers looking for the same. The sounds of
Silence are the sounds of Nature. As man settled down in Alta California, we created our own sounds to hear
and to dance to.
Alta California’s Coastal Indigenous Communities: Some 15,000 to 18,000 years ago, the early Penuanian linguistic group of tribes (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penutian_languages) forged their way across the Cascade Mountains into what is called California today. They (the Klamath, Modoc, Maidu, Miwok, Yokuts and Ohlone sublanguage groups) settled in various communities around northern and central California. These tribal groups
share a common root language which eventually diversified as they traded and practiced similar customs and
spiritual beliefs with other linguistic groups. The Miwok and Ohlone peoples who made the Bay Area their
home shared customs including similar food gathering and hunting techniques, lodge building, clothing, games
and means of making music. Early European seamen and pirates, Russian trappers, Spanish explorers, and English Hudson Bay traders undoubtedly heard the coastal natives’ music and songs as they approached an Indian
village. Members of Gaspar de Portolá’s expedition of 1769 to Alta California wrote about hearing the coastal
Chumash and Ohlone peoples’ singing and whistle and flute music, which kept them awake during the night. I
can only imagine what people heard during days long gone.
Before we begin, I’d like to share with you “In the land of My Ancestors”, recently filmed about Ohlone life and
culture before and following the Spanish and American colonization of California, as told by my friend Ann Marie Sayers, who lives at Indian Canyon a few miles south of Hollister. Her daughter Kanyon Sayers-Roods
(Coyote
Woman)
is
also
featured
in
this
short
film:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qYgZ1Pxw6aI&feature=emb_rel_end. If you wish to visit or donate to Indian Canyon, near Hollister, please open:
https://indiancanyonlife.org/

Open the following hyperlink to see and hear a demonstration of Native Californian musical instruments and
music-making:https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhsecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=ohlone+flute+music#id=2&vid=9efc6d9d3bc014a2ff8bff875edbab01&action=click

To see and hear additional Ohlone and Coastal Californian indigenous music and song, open the following hyperlinks:
* The Ohlone 2014 “Big Time” gathering at the GGNRA’s San Francisco Presidio: https://www.motherjones.com/
politics/2014/11/ohlone-san-francisco-cultural-center/

* “Redemption,” An Ohlone song about becoming saved, written and performed by Taripay Pacha (a solo project of Fernando S. Gallegos) and sung by Kanyon Sayers-Roods (Coyote Woman):
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhsecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=ohlone+flute+music#id=9&vid=b89160e5c8c6ccae4683ff0ec42ef5b3&action=view

* “Hummunya,” The Hummingbird Song, is sung by Kanyon Sayers-Roods (Coyote Woman), a Mutsun Ohlone, and recorded with X-Method; and more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olUGA4Q-sc8
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Music Across the Ages , Continued:
Early California's Mission Music, 1770s to early 1800s: When the Spanish military took control over Alta California in 1769, making it a part of Nueva España (New Spain), the first thing they did was to indenture the
local coastal indigenous people to build missions and presidios, which established the Spanish presence and
regional “ownership.” As time passed the Franciscan clergy acquired musical instruments for their missions.
California Polytechnic University at San Luis Obispo music professor Craig Russell spent three decades researching the music heard at the missions several hundred years ago. Sarah Linn wrote an article,
“Unearthing California's Mission Music,” assessing what early California mission music sounded like:
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhssecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=Spanish+California+music#id=3&vid=b25a690b74c9c506160b70aa4f2850d9&action=view

Early Mexican Music, 1821-1847: During the early 1800s groups of Spanish, mixed race, and indigenous people became tired of the yoke of the Spanish Crown’s control of their rights and resources and decided to join
the Bolivarian Revolution sweeping the Latin American regions including Nueva España, which became a free
republic in 1821, the Estados Unidos de Mexico (the United States of Mexico). The newly formed Mexican
government took control of Alta California and required all Spanish subjects to become citizens of Mexico or
leave. The Missions enjoyed a brief freedom under Mexican rule until Mexico passed the Law of Secularization of 1833, which initialized the decline of the Catholic Church and its missions throughout Mexico, including Alta California. This is an example of early Mexican music one might have heard in the cantinas and village plazas. Octaviano Yañez plays "Anita," historic early guitar recording (1907), Mexico folk:
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhssecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=recording+California+Mexican+music#id=8&vid=841b068b703c363cc4fb8f32626722bc&action=click

Music from the Days of Alta California to the Gold Rush and San Francisco’s Infamous Barbary Coast:
American explorers and politicians had their eyes on Alta California for quite some time, as evidenced by the
slow takeover of Spanish territories in the American South and Southwest by force or other means. Americans like Jedediah Smith during the 1820s, John Fremont during the 1840s, and other explorers crossed
mountain ranges and deserts to forge routes to Alta California. Others came by ship as traders. Mexican officials were concerned but did not have the forces needed to stop the “American invasion” that came during
the mid-1840s.
When I heard the song “Across the Great Divide,” I thought about wagon trains of European Americans from
the 1840s on, making their way west across the prairies and mountains to California. The song is a metaphor,
looking back on our lives as we lived them and prepare for the next life beyond. You can hear “Across the
Great Divide” on KPFA radio (FM 94.1) 11 AM Sunday mornings, sung by Kate Wolf 9 years ago: https://
video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhssecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=across+the+great+divide+lyrics#id=7&vid=b8adfd4b46e73e5cc876191807b937d6&action=view
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Music Across the Ages, Continued:

Starting in early 1848 and peaking in 1852, thousands of gold seekers from the United States and around
the world rushed to California, during what became known as the California Gold Rush. Hundreds of
mining camps sprung up along the foothills and in the Sierra Nevada mountains. Every camp had a few
saloons where the miners spent their gold dust and nuggets for whisky and women and to hear piano
and banjo music. This is the piano music you might have heard if you were a “49er”:
https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0SIizvT5Bk8

Had Alta California been claimed and colonized by the Russians long ago we would have heard "The
Flight of the Bumblebee," by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, from his opera The Tale of Tsar Saltan, composed
in 1899–1900. This composition is intended to evoke musically the seemingly chaotic and rapidly changing flying pattern of a bumblebee, as performed by the Russian National orchestra and Conductor Mikhail Pletnev, solo by Maxim Rubtsov, at the Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory, September 19,
2008. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgLODq5URUo
Alta California was colonized by the United States and became a state in 1850. Instead of hearing a Russian orchestra, if Alta California had been Russian territory, we would have heard an American orchestra
play “Flight of the Bumblebee,” or other classic compositions such as “Rhapsody in Blue.” Here is
“Rhapsody in Blue,” 5.5 minutes, 1945, created for film:
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhssecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=rhapsody+in+blue#id=1&vid=c3ded0dc4192e625e69a20ff6463c128&action=click

Modern Music: We hope you may enjoy Ferde Grofé’s 1931 “Grand Canyon Suite,” recorded for RCA
Victor with the NBC Symphony conducted by Arturo Toscanini. It includes 5 movements: I. Sunrise, 5.55
min.; II. The Painted Desert, 5.48 min.; III. On the Trail, 7.23 min; IV. Sunset, 4.39min; and V. Cloudbust,
(length?). Please turn the sound up to listen and watch the entire “Grand Canyon Suite,”:
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhssecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=grand+canyon+suite#id=1&vid=701bd97936bcec09cf0c528e8f83d99a&action=click

Here is Doris Day’s, “Dream a Little Dream of Me”:
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-avg-securebrowser&hsimp=yhssecurebrowser&hspart=avg&p=dream+a+little+dream+of+me#id=0&vid=70154b10bdc6275f4bdd85c41c15f721&action=click

And, John Cage’s 1950 “A Flower,” with Percussionist Bonnie Whiting Smith: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qf8Ub1Fj_dM

Since we covered the topic of Wildfires, we’ll end with "Wildfire", a classic song written by Michael Martin Murphey and Larry Cansler and appears on theirs gold-plus 1975 album “Blue Sky – Night Thunder”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jq2efolgw3g

Article presented by Ken Miles
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Pacifica Historical Society
Pacifica Historical Society (A Non-Profit Organization)

Board & Planning Meetings

Mailing Address: PO Box 752, Pacifica, CA 94044
Museum Location: 1850 Francisco Blvd., Pacifica CA 94044
Phone number: 650-355-1909
General Email : Info@PacificaHistory.org
Newsletter Email: Pac.Hist.Soc.Newsletter@earthlink.net
Please visit our website www.PacificaHistory.org
Facebook: Search “Pacifica Historical Society”
Officers:

The PHS welcomes everyone to join our organization, and join our committees. We hold monthly
Board Meetings on the second Tuesday of each month, 7 PM, at the Museum. The Planning Committee for events and activities meets monthly on the first Tuesday of each month, 4 PM, at the
Museum.

President: Judy Heldberg
VP: Shirlee Gibbs
VP: Pat Kremer
VP: Ken Miles
Secretary: Carolyn Miller
Treasurer: Melanie Talsky
Emeritus Members
Kathleen Manning
Jerry Crow
Marvin Morganti
Newsletter
Editor: Ken Miles,
Assist. Editor: Carolyn Miller
This Issue:
Writers: Judy Heldberg, Carolyn Miller,
Ken Miles, Steve Johnson & Jerry Crow
Photos: Carolyn Miller, Ken Miles and others

Board of Directors
Clorinda Campagna, Mary Dougherty, Shirlee Gibbs, Marlene Duschek, Judy Heldberg, Steve
Johnson, Pat Kremer, Kathy McGuire, Ken Miles, Carolyn Miller, Erika Rigling, Susan Stallard,
Melanie Talsky, Diana Zollinger

Pacifica Coastside Museum and Gift Store Hours
The Museum and Gift Store are open every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 1 to 4 PM. The
Museum is free to the public and ADA accessible, and our docents are there to assist you. The
Gift Store has many nice and inexpensive gifts including one pound blocks of Pacifica Jack
Cheese to purchase. The Museum may be closed on some holidays.

Rental Space and Rummage Sales
The Pacifica Coastside Museum (aka The Little Brown Church) is a great venue for events and
revenue generator for the PHS. For rental information please contact Judy Heldberg at 650-3596874. The building is available outside museum hours and is an ideal site for meetings, memorials, etc.
Great bargains are available at the Museum’s rummage sales usually held during the second
Fridays and Saturdays of each month. Donated items are welcomed for drop-off on the Thursdays before the days of each rummage sale.
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From:

Place

Pacifica Historical Society

First Class Stamp
Here

www.PacificaHistory.org
PO Box 752, Pacifica, CA 94044

To:

Goddess Pacifica, the Goddess of Peace - Displayed at the Coastside Museum
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